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Апартамент в Puerto Banús Референция: R3764854

Спальни: 3 Ванные: 3 M²: 248

Цена: 0 €
Аренда: 3 500 € / Месяц
Короткая аренда:
от 2 000 до 4 000 € /
Неделя

Статус: Аренда,
Туристические

Тип недвижимости:
Апартамент

Места: по запросу
День печати : 4th Июль
2024



Описание:Stunning 3 Bed Apartment in First Line Beach - Los Granados, Puerto Banus for rent September - June
(Long Term) and July & August (Short Term). Luxurious First line beach Complex with gym, restaurant & pools with
3 large bedrooms and two bathrooms in the most luxurious and coveted residential of the entire Costa Del Sol. This
luxurious beachfront home in the first phase of the famous urbanization Los Granados de Puerto Banus has been
built with the highest standards of quality. The urbanization offers the highest security with physical security
personnel 24h and closed circuit indoor surveillance with cameras throughout the enclosure. The house gives you
cozy entrance hall, a fully furnished and equipped kitchen, 3 beautiful bedrooms with ensuite bathrooms, a spacious
and bright living room with direct access to a spectacular south facing terrace with private pool and the spectacular
areas of communal pools and gardens. A private underground parking space is included. In addition to the direct
access to the promenade and the beach and the spectacular surface pools, we will highlight the lush tropical
gardens of the residential that has beautiful interior lakes with small bridges to cross them, indoor heated pool,
restaurant, sauna, SPA center as well as a complete private gym. Located in the most prestigious area of Costa del
Sol, in Heart of Puerto Banus, next to the best shopping centers like El Corte Ingles and Marina Banus and the
diverse leisure and gastronomic offer one of the world's emblems of luxury and quality of life.

Особенности:

Пляжная полоса, Бассейн, Кондиционирование, Обогрев, Лифт, Частный сад, Система оповещения,
Круглосуточная охрана, Парковочные места, Люкс


